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In the Euclidean space, the approximate nearest neighbors (ANN) search measures the similarity degree through computing the Euclidean distances, which owns high time complexity and large memory overhead. To address these problems, this paper maps the data from the Euclidean space into the Hamming space, and the normalized distance similarity restriction and the quantization error are required to satisfy. Firstly, the encoding centers and their binary labels are obtained through a lookup-based mechanism. Then, the candidate hashing functions are learnt under supervision of the binary labels, and the ones which satisfy the entropy criterion are selected to boost the distinctiveness of the learnt binary codes. During the training procedure, multiple groups of the hashing functions are generated based on different kinds of centers, which can weaken the inferior influence of the initial centers. The data with minimal average Hamming distances are returned as the nearest neighbors. In the Hamming space, different Euclidean distances may be substituted by one identical value, thus a distance table is predefined to distinguish the similarity degrees among the data pairs with the same Hamming distance. The final experimental results show that our algorithm is superior to many state-of-the-art methods.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The approximate nearest neighbors (ANN) search aims to retrieve the samples with minimal distances to the query samples. Currently, ANN search is applied in applications such as image/video retrieval [1, 2], recognition [3], image classification [4, 5], and pose estimation [6]. Traditional ANN search is achieved through comparing Euclidean distances, which causes large memory overhead and high time complexity. To simplify the ANN search procedure, the interest way is mapping data into low dimensional binary vectors, where ANN search can be done in the Hamming space [7, 8, 9, 10]. In computer vision and multimedia retrieval tasks, the bag-of-words (BoW) model captures the correlations between local features and visual objects, where two different, naturally associated entities correspond to its two dimensions or views. To fully explore the duality between the two views, collaborative hashing [11] is intended to preserve both the entity similarities in each view and the interrelationship between views. The classical encoding mechanism computes the projection results of the data with hyper planes [7, 23, 24]. The random hashing functions in locality sensitivity hashing (LSH) [7] are independent from training data. To achieve reasonable search accuracy, the length of the binary bits in the
random methods should be long enough. This will cause reduced search speed and large memory overhead. Liu et al. [12] propose a learning based framework to learn the bilinear hashing functions. To improve the collision probability of the binary codes of the similar entities, Liu et al. [13] design multiple linear projections for generating hash bits. The binary codes in spectral hashing (SH) [15] are obtained through partitioning spectral graph. The data distribution needs to be uniform in SH, which is often unrealistic. Terasawa et al. [16] map data into binary codes according to their relative position with hyper spherical. Gong et al. [17] define the restriction of the similarity error and find binary codes through aligning rotated data to the vertices of hyper binary cube. The restriction of the quantization error in k-means clustering method [18] is employed in k-means hashing (KMH) [20]. He et al. [20] adopt an iterative mechanism to minimize the similarity error and the quantization error, which makes the binary codes adaptive to data distribution. To learn hashing functions from the data with complex inherent structure, Liu et al. [19] propose a structure sensitive hashing based on cluster prototypes, which explicitly exploits both global and local structures.

Based on the encoding mechanism, existing hashing algorithms are roughly divided into two categories [20]. The first type is referred to as lookup-based methods, such as KMH method [20], product quantization (PQ) algorithm [21] and optimized product quantization (OPQ) approach [22]. Lookup-based methods establish encoding centers table, and the out of samples are mapped into the same binary codes as their nearest centers. The second type of hashing algorithm is the Hamming-based methods, which include LSH method [7], spectral hashing [15], minimal loss hashing [23] and semi-supervised hashing [24], and they map data into binary codes according to the projection signs with linear hashing functions. The binary codes in lookup-based methods are more distribution adaptive than those in Hamming-based methods [20]. The encoding time complexity of lookup-based methods is higher. For obtaining m-bit binary codes, lookup-based methods should compute the Euclidean distances between each unseen data and $2^m$ encoding centers. In contrast, Hamming-based methods just calculate the projection signs of the data with m linear hashing functions. The encoding time complexity of lookup-based methods is $O(2^m)$, and that of Hamming-based methods is only $O(m)$.

![Fig. 1. The training flowchart of our algorithm. In the first stage, the distribution adaptive binary labels are learnt to approximate their Euclidean distance relationship. After that, hashing functions are learnt under the supervision of the binary labels to improve encoding efficiency. In the final stage, the distance table is established to resort the retrieval results.](image)

In this paper, a two-step mechanism [25, 26, 27, 28] is adopted to integrate the lookup-based mechanism and the Hamming-based trick. The training flowchart of our algorithm is shown in Fig. 1. The first stage shows the encoding centers and their binary labels are learnt through a lookup-based mechanism. In the second stage, aiming to reduce the time complexity of the encoding procedure, linear hashing functions are learnt.
under the supervision of the binary labels. To distinguish the data pairs with the same Hamming distance, the distance table is established.

As the gradient descent algorithm is adopted in the first stage, the convergence results would be impacted by the initial encoding centers. To weaken such an adverse effect, different kinds of encoding centers are initialized, and multiple groups of hashing functions are generated. In ANN search stage, the data with minimal average Hamming distances are returned as retrieval results.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the normalized distance similarity restriction and the quantization constraint are introduced. The processes of learning binary labels and linear hashing functions are described in section 3. In section 4, multiple hashing functions are built to return the data with minimal average Hamming distance as nearest neighbors. To further improve ANN search performance, a distance table is established to distinguish the data pairs with the same Hamming distance. The comparative experiments are given in section 5. The conclusions are drawn in section 6.

2. THE RESTRICTIONS

2.1 The Normalized Distance Similarity Restriction

To ensure the Euclidean nearest neighbors can be retrieved in the Hamming space, the distance relationship computed on the basis of binary codes should be consistent with that in the Euclidean space [15, 23, 29, 30].

In this paper, the above goal is achieved through two steps. Firstly, the Euclidean and Hamming distances are normalized through Eq. (1). \( nd_{ij} \) represents the normalized Euclidean distance between \( x_i \) and \( x_j \), \( nh_{ij} \) denotes the corresponding normalized Hamming distance. \( d_{ij} \) and \( h_{ij} \) are the original Euclidean and Hamming distances. \( \min(\cdot) \) returns the minimal distance value in each distance set, and \( \max(\cdot) \) computes the maximum value. \( d \) and \( h \) separately represent the Euclidean and Hamming distance set. The normalization process can help measure the performance of the obtained binary codes. For example, three data pairs’ Euclidean distances are 1, 3 and 5, and their Hamming distances are 0, 1 and 2. If not adopting the normalization process, it’s hard to judge the ANN search performance of the binary labels. After normalizing the distance values, the two kinds of distances become 0, 0.5 and 1. It’s obvious to know the distance relationship in the Euclidean space is well preserved in the Hamming space.

\[
\begin{align*}
nd_{ij} &= \frac{d_{ij} - \min(d)}{\max(d) - \min(d)} \\
nh_{ij} &= \frac{h_{ij} - \min(h)}{\max(h) - \min(h)} \\
SE &= \sum_{i,j=1}^{n} \left| 1 - \frac{nh_{ij} + \varepsilon}{nd_{ij} + \varepsilon} \right|
\end{align*}
\]

Secondly, the value of \( SE \) in Eq. (2) is minimized to ensure the similarity degrees in
both spaces are consistent. \( \varepsilon \) is a minimal constant value, in case \( nd_{ij} \) and \( nh_{ij} \) equal to zero. \( n \) is the amount of training data.

2.2 The Quantization Restriction

The data with \( m \)-bit binary labels can be divided into \( 2^m \) categories, but the number of the data is larger than \( 2^m \). Many data are mapped into identical binary codes. If not taken data distribution into consideration, the data with an identical binary code may not be near neighbors. As shown in Fig. 2(a), data groups \( C_2 \) and \( C_3 \) belong to the same clustering category, but the distance between \( C_2 \) and \( C_1 \) is smaller than that between \( C_2 \) and \( C_3 \). To avoid such a situation in Fig. 2(a), the quantization restriction [18] defined in Eq. (3) needs to be satisfied.

\[
QE = \sum_{i=1}^{n} (x_i - C(x_i))
\]

(3)

\( C(x_i) \) denotes the encoding center of data \( x_i \). The near neighbors are mapped into the same binary codes to minimize the value of \( QE \). As shown in Fig. 2(b), the data groups \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \) are mapped into the same binary code ‘00’, and the binary code of \( C_3 \) is ‘01’.

![Fig. 2. The effect of the quantization restriction in generating binary labels. The quantization restriction requires the data with the same binary code should be near neighbors. In (a), data groups \( C_2 \) and \( C_3 \) are mapped into the same binary code, but they have larger distance. In (b), the quantization restriction is employed, which makes the near neighbors have the same binary code.](image)

3. LINEAR HASHING FUNCTIONS

3.1 Learning Binary Labels

During the process of learning binary labels, the normalized distance similarity error and the quantization error are jointly minimized through the stochastic gradient descent algorithm [18]. The objective function \( E \) is defined in Eq. (4).

\[
E = SE + QE
\]

(4)

The time complexity of directly learning binary bits on the basis of the training data’s integer dimensions is higher. To accelerate the convergence speed, the mechanism which divides the dimensions of training data into different sub-spaces [21, 22] is adopted. In each sub-space, the sub-labels are learnt based on only part of the data’s dimensions. After that, the sub-labels in all sub-spaces are concatenated to form the final long
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binary label. Given mapping 128-dimension SIFT descriptors into 64-bit binary labels in 16 sub-spaces, 4-bit sub-labels are learnt according to 8 dimensions of the original data in each sub-space. Finally, all 4-bit sub-labels in 16 sub-spaces are concatenated to form the final 64-bit binary labels.

In each sub-space, the iterative mechanism for learning $b$-bit binary labels contains three basic steps:

**Step 1.** $2^b$ data are chosen as initial encoding centers, and they are randomly mapped into $b$-bit unique binary labels.

**Step 2.** Compute the distances between each data and all encoding centers, and the data are assigned to their nearest encoding centers.

**Step 3.** Assisted with stochastic gradient descent algorithm (matlab offers fminunc tool), the objective function $E$ is minimized to find the encoding centers and their binary labels.

In each sub-space, the binary labels are generated through repeatedly executing steps 2 and 3. After convergence, the out of training samples are mapped into the same binary labels as their nearest encoding centers.

![Iterative steps for obtaining binary codes.](image)

Fig. 3. Iterative steps for obtaining binary codes. In order to minimize the value of the objective function $E$, $C_1$ and $C_3$ are moving towards the centers of their own groups, $C_2$ and $C_4$ have exchanged their binary labels.

The iterative procedure for learning 2-bit binary labels is demonstrated in Fig. 3. In (a), four encoding centers are initialized, and they are randomly mapped into 2-bit binary labels. The quantization constraint is violated by all four encoding centers, and only the centers with binary labels ‘00’ and ‘01’ obey the normalized distance similarity restriction. During the following iterative steps as shown in (b), the encoding centers with binary labels ‘00’ and ‘01’ are moving towards their respective group centers to minimize the quantization error, while $C_3$ and $C_4$ have exchanged their binary labels to satisfy the normalized distance similarity restriction. When the objective function convergences in (c), the distance relationship computed on the basis of the obtained binary labels can approximate that in the Euclidean space.

### 3.2 Supervised Learning Hashing functions

In section 3.1, the out of samples are encoded through the mechanism of lookup-based method, thus the time complexity is relative higher. Given obtaining $m$-bit binary codes, the encoding time complexity in section 3.1 is $O(2^m)$. In contrast, the en-
coding mechanism with linear hashing functions just computes $m$ projection results, and the time complexity is only $O(m)$. Aiming to reduce the encoding time complexity, we should learn linear hashing functions.

Linear hashing functions map data into different signs, and the binary values are computed according to the projection signs as defined in Eq. (5).

$$b_j(x_i) = \begin{cases} 1 & f_j(x_i) > 0 \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

(b) represents the binary value on the $j$-th bit of data $x_i$, $f_j(x_i)$ denotes the hashing function for computing the binary value on the $j$-th bit. As known from Eq. (5), the $j$-th hashing function maps the data with different binary values on the $j$-th bit into contrary signs. Therefore, the $j$-th hashing function can be computed according to the distribution of the binary values on the $j$-th bit. According to this rule, the data with $m$-bit binary labels are divided into $2^{m-1}$ groups, and SVM is employed to compute the hashing function which maps the data with different binary labels into different binary codes in each group.

As described above, $2^{m-1}$ hashing functions are obtained for computing the binary value on each bit. For the encoding stage, only one candidate hashing function is chosen through comparing their entropy values. The entropy criterion is defined as in Eq. (6), which demands the distribution of the encoded data should be uniform.

$$\text{entropy}(f_j) = -P(1)\log(P(1)) - P(0)\log(P(0))$$

$\text{entropy}(f_j)$ denotes the entropy value of the hashing function $f_j$. $P(\cdot)$ represents the probability value. Entropy criterion implicitly requires that the encoded data should be uniformly distributed, which is similar to the bucket balance criterion. Large entropy value means that the amount of each kind of encoded data is alike. The distinctiveness of the binary codes computed through the selected linear hashing function is improved.

![Flowchart of obtaining linear hashing functions](image)

Fig. 4. The flowchart of obtaining linear hashing functions. In (b), the candidate hashing functions are learnt according to the data distribution in different groups. In (c), only one hashing function is selected through entropy criterion.

The flowchart of learning hashing functions on the basis of binary labels is shown in Fig. 4. When obtaining the hashing functions for computing the left first binary value, the data are divided into two groups: $(C_1, C_2)$ and $(C_3, C_4)$. In each group, the binary labels are different only on the left first bit. According to the distribution of the binary labels in the two groups, the candidate hashing functions $f_1^1$ and $f_1^2$ are obtained, $f_j^i$ represents the $i$-th candidate hashing function generated in the $j$-th group. In (b), the data group $C_4$ is
separated by \( f_1^2 \). The distribution of the data with binary values computed through \( f_1^2 \) is not uniform. Through comparing their entropy values, \( f_1 \) is selected. Similarly, \( f_2^2 \) is chosen for computing the left second binary value.

### 4. BOOSTING ANN SEARCH PERFORMANCE

#### 4.1 Multiple Hashing functions

![Diagram](https://via.placeholder.com/150)

Fig. 5. The framework of training multiple groups of hashing functions. In (b) and (c), different kinds of data are initialized as encoding centers. As a result, multiple binary labels are generated in (d) and (e). According to these binary labels, multiple groups of hashing functions are learnt in (f) and (g).

In section 3.1, the convergence results are influenced by initial encoding centers. Aiming to weaken such an inferior impact, many different kinds of encoding centers are initialized to generate multiple groups of hashing functions.

The process of generating multiple groups of hashing functions is illustrated in Fig. 5. As shown in (b), (c), (d) and (e), multiple binary labels are learnt on the basis of different kinds of initial encoding centers. Then, multiple groups of hashing functions are generated under the supervision of multiple binary labels as in (f) and (g). Both \((f_1, f_2)\) and \((f_1', f_2')\) can independently generate 2-bit binary codes. The distance relation between the red and black data is identical to that between the red and blue data. If adopting one hashing functions group, only the black or blue data are considered as the nearest neighbors of the red data. To avoid such a situation, both groups of hashing functions are employed to return the data with minimal average Hamming distance as the nearest neighbors.

The retrieval mechanism based on multiple groups of hashing functions is established as in Fig. 6. Firstly, the query sample \( q \) is mapped into multiple binary codes according to hashing functions \((H_1, H_2, ... H_t)\). \( H_i \) represents the \( i \)-th hashing functions group, which can independently calculate the binary codes. Secondly, the multiple Hamming distances between \( q \) and all data points \((P_1, P_2, ..., P_n)\) are calculated. Finally, the average Hamming distances are calculated, and the data with minimal values are returned as the nearest neighbors.

The average Hamming distance is defined in Eq. (7). \( aH(x, y) \) returns the average Hamming distance between the samples \( x \) and \( y \). \( d \) computes the Hamming distance. \( t \) is
the number of the hashing functions groups.

\[
aH(x, y) = \frac{1}{t} \sum_{i=1}^{t} d(H_i(x), H_i(y))
\]

(7)

**4.2 Distance table**

\(m\)-bit binary codes can represent only \(m\) kinds of Hamming distances, thus different Euclidean distances are merged into the same Hamming value. For example, the data with binary code ‘01’ and ‘10’ are considered as the same nearest neighbors of the query sample with binary code ‘00’. The Hamming distances of both data pairs are 1, but their Euclidean distances may not be identical. To distinguish the difference among the data pairs with the same Hamming distance, a distance table is established.

For linear hashing functions, the mean values of the data with the same binary codes are considered as the centers, and the Euclidean distances among these centers are calculated as the elements of the distance table. The element \(e(i, j)\) is computed through Eq. (8). \(V_i\) represents the center of \(Bin(i)\) which is the binary representation of \(i\). The process of establishing the distance table for \(2\)-bit binary codes is demonstrated in Fig. 7. In (a), \(V_0, V_1, V_2, \) and \(V_3\) represent the centers. In (b), the Euclidean distances among centers are computed as the elements of the distance table. \(d(V_i, V_j)\) represents the Euclidean distance between \(V_i\) and \(V_j\).

\[
e(i, j) = d(V_i, V_j) = \left\| V_i - V_j \right\|
\]

(8)

*Fig. 7. The distance table for 2-bit binary codes.*

The elements in the distance table are symmetry, and we can linearly store only half of the elements to reduce memory occupancy as in Fig. 7 (c). The element \(e(i, j)\) can be
found from the linear distance table through Eq. (9). \( L(k) \) is the \( k \)-th element in linear distance table.

\[
e(i, j) = \begin{cases} 
L \left( \frac{i \cdot (i+1)}{2} + j \right) & i > j \\
L \left( \frac{j \cdot (j+1)}{2} + i \right) & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\] (9)

In section 4.1, multiple binary codes are obtained, and one distance table can be established according to each kind of binary codes. In ANN search task, the average values of the elements located in the corresponding position of all distance tables are calculated to re-sort the data with the same average Hamming distance.

5. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

5.1 Evaluation standards

In this paper, the criterions of recall and mAP are used to evaluate the ANN search performance.

Recall in Eq. (10) represents the fraction of the query samples’ relevant data that are successfully retrieved. \#(retrieved relevant points) is the number of retrieved relevant points, and \#(all relevant points) returns the number of all relevant points.

\[
\text{recall} = \frac{\#(\text{retrieved relevant points})}{\#(\text{all relevant points})}
\] (10)

The value of mAP [31] in Eq. (11) expresses which position the \( i \)-th positive data locates. \(|Q|\) represents the number of testing samples and \( n_j \) returns the number of true positive data of the \( j \)-th testing sample. \( \text{rank}(i) \) is the ranking value of the \( i \)-th positive data in final results.

\[
\text{mAP} = \frac{1}{|Q|} \sum_{j=1}^{|Q|} \frac{n_j}{\sum_{i=1}^{n_j} \text{rank}(i)}
\] (11)

5.2 Experimental results compared with other methods

Three datasets are used to compare the ANN search performances of our method and the other five state-of-the-arts. Labelme [32] contains the 128-dimension SIFT obtained through the VL_SIFT tool [33], and the data in SIFTIM [20] are also SIFT descriptors. Cifar10 [34] stores the GIST descriptors. For Labelme and SIFTIM, 100 000 samples are randomly selected as a training data set, and 10 000 data are considered as testing samples. In Cifar10 database, 50 000 training samples and 10 000 testing data are used. Five comparative methods are k-means hashing (KMH) [20], iterative quantization hashing (ITQ) [17], RR [2], anchor graph hashing (AGH) [35] and locality sensitivity hashing (LSH) [7].
The recall curves of all methods in Labelme, Cifar10 and SIFT1M are separately shown in Figs. 8, 9 and 10. The mAP values are demonstrated in Table 1.

Fig. 8. The recall curves in Labelme database. The data are mapped into 32-bit binary codes in (a), and the number of binary bits in (b) is 64.

Fig. 9. The recall curves in Cifar10 database. The data are mapped into 32-bit binary codes in (a), and the number of binary bits in (b) is 64.

Fig. 10. The recall curves in SIFT1M database. The data are mapped into 32-bit binary codes in (a), and the number of binary bits in (b) is 64.
The experimental results show the algorithm proposed in this paper is superior to other state-of-the-art methods. The principle of ITQ [17] and RR [2] are similar. Both methods rotate the data to align to the vertices of one hyper binary cube, and the data are assigned the same binary codes as their nearest vertices. However, the restriction of quantization error, which makes encoding results adaptive to data distribution, is ignored by ITQ and RR. In AGH [14], the binary codes are obtained through partitioning the spectral graph, and the graph’s nodes are learnt through k-means algorithm. As described in spectral hashing [20], both AGH and SH demand that the data distribution should be uniform. The data sets in our experiments do not follow this unrealistic requirement. The random hashing functions in LSH [3] are data independent, so the performance of LSH method does not obviously improve as the number of binary bits increasing. The normalized distance similarity restriction ensures the distance relationship in the Hamming space can approximate that in the Euclidean space, and the quantization restriction makes the hashing functions adaptive to data distribution. In this paper, both restrictions are required to satisfy, so the ANN search performances of the obtained binary codes are excellent.

Another key contribution of our method is greatly reducing the time complexity of encoding procedure. Table 2 shows the amount of the time used by all methods to map one million 128-dimension SIFT descriptors into binary codes. Our method, ITQ [21], RR [32] and LSH [3] belong to Hamming-based method, and the time complexity of mapping data into m-bit binary codes is only $O(m)$. In contrast, KMH [5] belongs to lookup-based method, and $2^m$ Euclidean distances between the query sample and encoding centers need to be computed and compared. The encoding time complexity of KMH is $O(2^m)$. As AGH [14] should establish spectral graph, it takes the longest time.

Table 2. The time (s) consumed for mapping one million data into binary codes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Our method</th>
<th>KMH</th>
<th>ITQ</th>
<th>RR</th>
<th>AGH</th>
<th>LSH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>32-bit</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>7.25</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>10.05</td>
<td><strong>0.42</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64-bit</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>10.37</td>
<td>2.83</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>23.17</td>
<td><strong>0.91</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All hashing methods can effectively reduce the memory occupancy through mapping data into binary codes. If 128-dimension SIFT descriptors are mapped into 64-bit binary codes, only 7.63M bytes is needed for storing $10^8$ SIFT descriptors. Considering float point data are represented by 4-bit single-precision float point data, the compression ratio would be 64:1.

5.3 The number of binary bits in each sub-space
In this paper, the dimensions of training data are divided into sub-spaces to reduce the training time. Given obtaining $B$-bit binary codes, only $b$-bit binary codes need to be obtained in each sub-space, and the number of the sub-spaces is $B/b$. The training times and the ANN search performances with different $b$ values are shown in Table 3 and Fig. 11. A large $b$ makes a small number of sub-spaces, and the neighbor relationship can be kept. In contrast, a small $b$ with a large amount of sub-spaces would lose neighbor information. For the training time complexity, a large $b$ means lots of encoding centers and binary labels need to be learnt in each sub-space. As a result, the convergence procedure is slow, and plenty of time is spent. However, the training procedure can be done in real time with a small $b$. In this paper, $b$ is set 4 to balance the training time complexity and the ANN search performance.

![Image](image1.png)

**Fig. 11.** The recall curves of our method with different $b$ values. The data are mapped into 32-bit binary codes in (a), and the number of binary bits in (b) is 64.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$b$ Value</th>
<th>32-bit</th>
<th>64-bit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$b=2$</td>
<td>1 minutes</td>
<td>2 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b=4$</td>
<td>2 minutes</td>
<td>3 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b=8$</td>
<td>752 minutes</td>
<td>801 minutes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3. The training time with different $b$ values**

![Image](image2.png)

**Fig. 12.** The recall curves of our method and NP method in Labelme dataset. The data are mapped into 32-bit binary codes in (a), and the number of binary bits in (b) is 64.
5.4 Hyper Planes

Hyper planes are learnt to embed in the encoding mechanism, which can greatly reduce the encoding time complexity. In section 3.1, no hyper planes are used to encode data and this mechanism is called NP method in this paper. The ANN search performances of our method and NP method are shown in Fig. 12. As discussed in section 3.2, the hyper planes selected through entropy criterion can improve the distinctiveness of the obtained binary codes. The distribution of the obtained binary codes is uniform, and the number of each kind of binary code is similar. Without the requirement of bucket balance criterion in section 3.2, the number of the data with specified binary codes may be very large, so a lot number of data would be returned as the nearest neighbors during ANN search. Thanks to the entropy selection procedure, the ANN search performances are improved.

5.5 Distance table

As described in section 4.2, many different Euclidean distances are assigned the same Hamming value. In this paper, the distance table is established to distinguish the data pairs with the same Hamming distance. The nearest neighbors are firstly returned according to their Hamming distances, and then the returned data with the same Hamming distance are re-sorted according to the predefined distance table. The recall curves of our method with and without distance table (DT) are shown in Fig. 13. The experimental results indicate that the utilization of the distance table is valid.

Fig. 13. The recall curves of our method with and without distance table (DT) in Labelme database. The data are mapped into 32-bit binary codes in (a), and the number of binary bits in (b) is 64.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, both the process of generating binary codes and the ANN search procedure are taken into consideration. During the training procedure, the normalized distance similarity restriction and the quantization error are proposed to ensure that the distance relationship in the Hamming space can well approximate that in the Euclidean space. To weaken the inferior influence of the initial centers, different kinds of centers are initialized to generate multiple groups of the hashing functions, and the data with minimal
average Hamming distance are returned as the nearest neighbors. As many different Euclidean distances are instead by the same Hamming value, the distance table is established to distinguish the data pairs with the same Hamming distance, and the ANN search performances are boosted through re-sorting the data with the same Hamming distance. Thanks to these effective measures, our method is superior to many state-of-the-arts. In this paper, the length of the binary bits is identical. In the future work, asymmetric hashing will be studied to generate the binary codes with diverse length, and the memory occupancy can be further reduced.
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